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AQUA AURA
L’artista, dopo gli studi al Liceo Artistico, si laurea in pittura presso l’Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera di Milano con
uno studio e una tesi dal titolo Anselm Kiefer. L’altro Barocco: uno sguardo sull’espressionismo tedesco
contemporaneo. Nel 2009, dopo una lunga pausa presa proprio per allontanarsi dalla frenetica dottrina dell’arte
contemporanea, torna sul terreno concreto del lavoro e della sperimentazione e rinasce nelle vesti di Aqua Aura.
Negli anni dell’allontanamento, viaggiando molto, arricchisce il suo bagaglio di immagini, arrivando a ragionare
sulle infinite possibilità dell’arte. Sempre alla ricerca del Sublime nella nostra epoca, realizza opere che richiedono
uno specifico e diretto coinvolgimento dello spettatore.
Il suo percorso di formazione è continuato nel tempo assumendo svariate forme: vivendo i grandi spazi della natura,
oppure viaggiando e visitando musei d’arte e laboratori di ricerca scientifica, arricchendo le sue investigazioni negli
studi sulla fisica astronomica, la fisica delle particelle, la biogenetica, la filosofia e la psicologia della percezione.
Instaura, in particolare, un rapporto di collaborazione e di scambio con centri di ricerca medica e di fisica dei
materiali; approfondendo lo studio sulla genesi e lo sviluppo delle immagini scientifiche di laboratorio. Negli ultimi
anni il suo linguaggio si è mosso principalmente nell’ambito della fotografia e dell’arte digitale. Ha esposto in molte
istituzioni, gallerie e musei a livello internazionale, in città come Berlino, Istanbul, Barcellona, Maastricht, Helsinki ed
ha partecipato a numerose fiere d’arte in Italia e in Europa.
Gli ultimi sviluppi del suo lavoro lo hanno portato, oltre che al mezzo fotografico, verso nuovi linguaggi, attraverso la
realizzazione di cortometraggi, docufilm e opere di video-arte, fino ad approdare a progetti installativi e videoscultorei. Tali opere, che di primo acchito possono apparire perfette dal punto di vista estetico, lontano dalla realtà
dell’uomo sono, invece, – dopo un’approfondita analisi – ciò che più interiormente appartiene ad esso, al suo essere
e al suo passato. Una continua fusione e sovrapposizione delle immagini accumulate negli anni precedenti danno
vita a nuovi paesaggi e nuovi mondi.
Partecipa a numerosi convegni e conferenze rivolte all’arte contemporanea e alla ricerca scientifica in generale,
come relatore. Tiene lezioni su fotografia e arte contemporanea presso scuole private e fondazioni. Dopo aver
vissuto e lavorato tra Milano e Akureyri (Islanda), si stabilisce definitivamente a Milano nel 2016.

AQUA AURA
Selected Works

Hy/Perfection #1
2018
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni variabili.

Hy/Perfection #2
2018
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni variabili.

Hy/Perfection #4
2020
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni variabili.

The Red Polyptich
2019
Stampa Lambda su Carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni: 202x320 cm
Edizioni 3

Sweet November #1
2016
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni: 160x120 cm -120x90 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Sweet November #3
2016
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni: 160x120 cm -120x90 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Sweet November #7
2020
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Premiere.
Dimensioni: 160x120 cm -120x90 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Carnal Still Life #1
2017
Stampa ai pigmenti di carbone su carta cotone
montata su Dibond e cornice floccata.
Dimensioni: 38x38 cm
Edizioni 3

Carnal Still Life # 3
2019
Stampa ai pigmenti di carbone su carta cotone
montata su Dibond e cornice floccata.
Dimensioni: 50x28 cm
Edizioni 3

Bony Still Life
2019
Stampa ai pigmenti di carbone su carta cotone
montata su Dibond e cornice floccata.
Dimensioni: 50x34 cm
Edizioni 3

Nocturnal Flights
2017
Stampa ai pigmenti di carbone su carta cotone
montata su Dibond.
Dimensioni: 150x133 cm - 125x111
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Monema #4
2015
Stampa ai pigmenti di carbone su carta cotone
montata su Dibond.
Dimensioni: 100x150 cm - 70x101 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Monema #3
2015
Stampa ai pigmenti di carbone su carta cotone
montata su Dibond.
cm. 105x180 cm - 70x120 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Delphinium Cruentus
2020
Stampa digitale su carta metallica.
Dimensioni variabili.
Edizioni 3

Anacoretica #1
2017
Stampa digitale su carta metallica perlata.
Dimensioni: 100x100 cm - 50x50 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

Sighing-Machine System
2018
Stampa digitale su carta metallica perlata.
Dimensioni: 100x100 cm - 50x50 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

I Miss U
2020
Stampa digitale su carta metallica perlata.
Dimensioni: 100x100 cm - 50x50 cm
Edizioni 6 (3+3)

MIA Photo Fair, 2019
Solo Exhibition. Stand Civiero Art Gallery, Imperia.
The Mall / Porta Nuova, Milano

Portrait Survivant #10
2011
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Première.
Dimensioni: 100x150 cm
Edizioni 3
P.d.A. - Lightbox su Duratrans Film

Somewhere Out There, 2017 / 2018
Antiritratto, 2014
Solo Exhibition a cura di Matteo Galbiati.
Group Exhibition a cura di Alessandro
Musei
Trabucco.
Civici della Città di Alessandria - Palazzo Cuttica
Studio Maria Cilena, Milano
Sala degli Specchi: particolare della
Veduta parziale della mostra
video installazione ambientale “Purple Resonance”, opera
multimediale del 2017.

Portrait de la Poussiere
2012
Stampa Lambda su carta Kodak Metallic
Première.
Dimensioni: 90x128 cm
Edizioni 3
P.d.A. - Lightbox su Duratrans Film

Portrait Survivant #13
2011
Stampa Lambda su carta kodak Metallic
Première.
Dimensioni: 170x110 cm
Edizioni 3
P.d.A. - Lightbox su Duratrans Film

Portrait d’un Illusioniste
2015
Stampa Lambda su carta kodak Metallic
Première.
Dimensioni: 170x110 cm
Edizioni 3
P.d.A. - Lightbox su Duratrans Film

L’ami imaginaire
2014
Stampa Lambda su carta kodak Metallic
Première.
Dimensioni: 93x140 cm
Edizioni 3
P.d.A. - Lightbox su Duratrans Film

AQUA AURA
Installations

Purple Resonance
2017
Installazione ambientale: Video proiezione multisource, suono, specchio da sartoria, stampe su tessuti
teatrali.

Somewhere Out There, 2017 / 2018
Solo Exhibition a cura di Matteo Galbiati.
Musei Civici della Città di Alessandria - Palazzo Cuttica
Sala degli Specchi: particolare della
video installazione ambientale
“Purple Resonance”, opera multimediale del 2017.

Purple Resonance
2017
Installazione ambientale: Video proiezione multisource, suono, specchio da sartoria, stampe su tessuti
teatrali.

The Gift
2016 / 2019
Installazione: vetrinette in alluminio e vetro antiriflesso,
cuscini, sculture in stampa 3D, nastro in tulle,
dimensioni variabili.

La Stràtegie du Camouflage, 2019
Solo Exhibition a cura di Marta Santacatterina
Museo di Arte Cinese ed Etnografico, Parma.
Particolare della Installazione “The Gift”,
opera realizzata tra il 2016 e il 2019.

AQUA AURA
Selected Exhibitions

Nocturnal Flights, 2020
Solo Exhibition.
VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia.
Veduta parziale della mostra.

Nocturnal Flights, 2020
Solo Exhibition.
VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia.
Veduta parziale della mostra.

MIA Photo Fair, 2019
Solo Exhibition. Stand Civiero Art Gallery, Imperia.
The Mall / Porta Nuova, Milano

Falene, 2019
Solo Exhibition.
Antico Oratorio di San Giovanni, Torri del Benaco (VR).
Con la partecipazione del Comune di Torri del Benaco.

Aqua Aura / Landscapes flowers And Guts, 2019
Solo Exhibition.
Galleria Kajaste, Helsinki (FIN).
A cura di Alessandro Trabucco

Bologna Arte Fiera, 2017
Stand XXS Aperto al Contemporaneo, Palermo.
Doppia personale: Aqua Aura, Nicolò Quirico
Opera:Sweet November #1 - 2016

Camera Chiara, 2016
Group Exhibition.
Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
Veduta parziale della mostra.

The Hidden Project, 2015
Solo Exhibition a cura di Carolina Lio.
Galeria H2O e Istituto Italiano di Cultura, Barcellona (ESP).
Particolare dell’installazione presso Galeria H2O.

The Hidden Project, 2015
Solo Exhibition a cura di Carolina Lio.
Galeria H2O e Istituto Italiano di Cultura, Barcellona (ESP).
Particolare dell’installazione presso Galeria H2O.

Bologna Arte Fiera, 2016
Stand Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
Doppia personale: Aqua Aura, Nicolò Quirico
Opera: Cardio #1 - 2015

Illusion / Inclusion, 2015
Solo Exhibition.
Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
Veduta parziale della mostra.

Boudoir, 2013
Solo Exhibition.
Galleria Paolo Tonin Arte Contemporanea, Torino.
A cura di Alessandro Trabucco.

Boudoir, 2013
Solo Exhibition.
Galleria Paolo Tonin Arte Contemporanea, Torino.
Particolare della Non-Performance.

AN ITERVIEW

By Filippo Cecconi, July 2019
I/Who is Aqua Aura? Why did you choose this pseudonym?
A.A.: It is a long story. Even too long, I would say. I should bring you to the dark dungeons of the entire paths of the existence and let you go through details that would take the space of an entire
interview. For sure I will not expose anyone to such a torment.
What I can say is that “Aqua Aura” is a kind of a synthetic stone. Originally, it is a quartz. Quartz crystals are put in a vacuum chamber and heated to 871 °C (1,600 °F). Then gold steam is added to
the chamber so that the gold atoms fuse to the crystal’s surface, giving the crystals an iridescent metallic sheen and a vivid blue color. The proximity to gold makes it luminous and iridescent but,
at the same time, more fragile than its starting condition. That’s all. I am one of those stones. Time and a slow process have settled on me. The exposure to a blinding light and the proximity to the
immense fire of a volcano changed me.
II/You define your digital artworks as “meta-photography”. Why did you choose this specific technique rather than traditional photography? What are you trying to tell us with it?
AA: Using the term”meta-photography” I mean all those processes or methods that are necessary for the “representation of things” every time that the traditional tools we are used to consider –
cameras, video cameras, drawings and others – are not enough.
When the perception of the world wants to go beyond physical appearances and penetrate the “Essence” from a vertical perspective instead of a horizontal one, you need new, or alternative,
kind of tools. In other words, meta-photography becomes necessary when you want to show the reality in its invisible or trans-dimensional components, in an attempt to bring to light the mystery
of representation that is inherent in the things themselves and in their phenomena.
However, I would not like to be misunderstood: my attitude is not messianic or esoteric, purely visionary or irrational. On the contrary, it is the result of a thorough analysis about the processes of
perception.
We can say that our world has developed a series of instruments that have multiplied the layers of reality in which we live by making them visible. We have invented machines that amplify the
human natural “seeing”, so placing us in a condition of perpetual oscillation between the molecules of the infinitely small and the unimaginable vastness of cosmic radiations. Whether we like it or
not, whether we are aware of it or not, the possibilities of our perception contain infinite layers of “storytelling”. In some ways, we live in a beyond-world that contains the infinite possibility of the
world itself. The meta-photography is a hybrid that collects all the “tools for seeing”, distills them drop by drop and, when the outcomes of a specific instrument are no longer enough, it slips into
the next instrument which, for whatever reason, offers other possibilities to the gaze. It is a sort of process that leads to a new hyper-realism, to a hypertrophy of perception that produces a
glimpse on the complexity of reality. The meta-photographic images are fragmentary, like the set of small particles from other images, portions of representation gathered by an infinite number
of people, non-sequential pixels of reality that stay united thanks to very thin bonds and all together they are in a constant vibration generating an image. The meta-photographic image is a
paradox; although it is the result of real representations on concrete phenomena, its “appearance” seems to move in a space that it is straddling between the real and the imaginary. Once this
condition was entrusted to painting. However, painting by its nature is univocal, homogeneous, a constant flow that generates narrative. Our age, on the other hand, is fragmented, multi-layered,
parcelled. In the end, meta-photography seems to me more relevant in representing our “being” right here, right now.
III/Could you tell us more about your creative process? How does the genesis of the artwork happen?
A.A.: Over the last few years, the veiled project behind my work has become much clearer to me: the purpose, I am convinced, is to build a hyperbolic portrait of the world, even if something
similar already exists and is represented by “the Web”. The Web is the mirror of the things which can be, somehow, represented. It is at the same time so apparently neutral and ruthless that it
succeed in incorporating into its channels both the truth of the world and its falsity. The Web is a forest of images and “floating” data, to which we have access through computers, smartphones or
tablets. The whole of this universe forms the immense archive of what exists. Every corner of the planet and much of the known universe are kept in some recesses of this forest.
What I am talking about is an abstract mirror, almost indistinguishable in its details. It is an infinitely fragmented and anti-unitary deposit and we can only see a few portions of it at a time. Probably
the vastness of its entirety would provoke, on us, a state of dizziness similar to terror or to bewilderment. The hyper-production of documents in its cells eliminates reality itself, as the summing of
the colors gives white; just like in an empty picture where the radiation of light (or information) waves has reached the mutism of the absolute white light. My utopian challenge is to collect some
threads from this tangle and intertwine images made of portions of this existing pre-contest. Such interlaced fragments are sometimes held together by simple story pretexts or specific themes I
have chosen. It is not important where the original images come from. In some cases they come from my shoots, sometimes from strangers who participate in the overproduction of the web or of
its sub-archives.

What I would like to remain in each of my images is the profound nature of this hyper-eye and the vastness of its components, which, ultimately, are the summing of all the eyes of its users and
creators. In the “huge archive”, reality is built, dismantled and rebuilt every day. I like the idea that in this Meta-Portrait the last consequence of the Sublime could exist and persist in a sort of
terrifying emotion and, at the same time, in a state of euphoria. Well, it must be said, the outcome of my challenge is always an image or an experience, somehow, aesthetic or visual. The web, by
its nature, follows an entropic process. It moves from accumulation and tends to “chaos”.
This condition is unacceptable when you are working on the creation of an image or on any other kind of work that has to do with the perceptions end with senses. As part of the “construction” of
what it is necessary for identifying paths, it is necessary to establish hierarchies and a supporting structure. The creation of a piece or work, as Roland Barthes has argued, is an algebraic
calculation. In order not to renounce to his “sensuality” the work must tend to abstraction by way of its internal compositional mathematics.
Talking about the genesis of the works, I think the creative process follows an anarchic path. There are no predefined rules. Some works have a crystalline definition in the moment itself when they
are conceived, other times they are the result of a long gestation. In the studio, or in my mind, I set up a scientific research laboratory full of slides, on which I distribute microorganisms of an idea
and infinitely small fragments of an intuition and then I watch them interacting with each other.
Looking at them, I see the changing of their morphology, I analyze their mutation and I trace the curve of their mutual interference. Sometimes the experiment is sterile and destined for failure
but many other times it is not.
IV/Please tell us more about your latest series “Museum Highlights”
A.A.: I often reflect on the phenomenon of things that are disappearing and will never return into the world scene. Of these things, in their process of dissolution, I like to note their poetic
component. Destined for nothingness, they bring me a poignant emotion. They make me experience a feeling of nostalgia also when they are still present. In a “cruel” indifference, they are
vanishing and nobody cares or, more simply, seems to notice this event and the related importance. … to be honest, our current world is full of these disappearing things. Certainly many other
things and many other phenomena, completely new, are coming on the scene and for sure they play, or will play in the future, their own game, but of the latter I know nothing, for me they are
perfect strangers. For the others, on the contrary, I know very well some of them. They have been friendly presences and tender traveling companions and I feel pain for their death. Among these,
I am struck by the fate of the glaciers, the last outposts of the cold and desolate lands in an infinite/finite wilderness.
In my recent work, I have documented a lot about the data concerning the processes that involve the dissolving of ice, the disappearing of fauna and the consumption of natural soil. The trends
of their deterioration are disconcerting. In any case, I chose to focus attention precisely on the ice, on the land of poles and on high altitude glaciers. Actually, I focused attention so much that ice
has become one of my key representation subjects.
Reflecting on this topic, I then began to analyze all the materials of my personal archive, from the images I collected myself over the years during my travels, up to all the “stolen” images found
surfing the Net. I wondered what we could keep of these things after the process of their disappearance. Ultimately, all this various “disappearing objects” of the nature seemed to me like to
become museum objects. The need to transfer an object in the museum context arises when this specific thing has come out of the flow of “The Becoming” and its ability to regenerate and act on
the dynamics of transformation no longer directly affects the reality. I imagined that in the future, or in a timeless time, a boy or a girl, an individual of the next generations, to live the experience
of ice and to feel the sense of the snow or the vastness of the Arctic desolation, might have, as the only alternative, the visit to these hypothetical “museums of missing things”. I selected from my
archive images of museums that I visited, and shots taken from journeys to the Arctic or Antarctic areas, and with them I began to build fictitious places, imaginary museums that contain and show
fragments of lost landscapes: portions of frozen forests, icebergs , snow crystals in macroscopic dimensions and other elements. Even if the MUSEUM HIGHLIGHTS series is just at the beginning,
working on it I realized that these imaginary spaces represent metaphysical places. The objects represented in them are vehicles of an experience transcending the finiteness of human existence.
In some ways, they are places that tell us a new sense of the sublime in small and limited fragments. Observing these first images of the series, I realized that this disappearance does not only
involve places, things and a certain landscape model but, in a broader sense, it also involves a precise form of beauty. Together with the ice and the sense of desolation, we are losing elements
of, let us say, a non-utilitarian beauty; that panic experience of things ignoring and transcending what humans artificially produce. What is decanted in my museums is the aesthetic condition that
comes closest to the sense of the Absolute. For this reason, in the construction of these imaginary spaces, I did not start from the idea of a generic museum but I chose and reinterpreted art
venues, especially contemporary art. Museums similar to the Hangar Bicocca in Milan, for instance, or to the Deichtorhallen in Hamburg and other new spaces designed by various contemporary
archi-stars. You could say that MUSEUM HIGHLIGHTS is a place of conservation not only for vanished objects but also – and mainly – for a particular kind of beauty. I could suggest that in those
spaces you could visit museums of “the lost sense of Sublime”.
V/Is there a specific historical period or any artistic movement of the past that you look to in order to inspire yourself?
A.A .: All periods, without exception. Any age that has left signs of human interpretation interests me. Specifically, I am interested in the “signs” themselves, in their intrinsic and extrinsic value.
Starting from 40.000 years ago till now, the invention of art (or representation) has been one of the most surprising and terrifying innovations our species has developed. Furthermore, the
intricate debate that tries to solve the delicate enigma – if art was the product of a linguistic development or if, instead, it is a genetic and intrinsic inclination of our species, which leaves aside /or
comes before/ every subsequent linguistic superstructure – takes me a lot. In such a panorama, of course, there are chapters striking me more and others less.

I am thinking about, for example, the Roman portraiture and the Egyptian portraits of the Ptolemaic era, which are perhaps the first and most disconcerting sign of modernity in our history.
Another example might be the introduction of an early metaphysics that I found in the “Still Life” genre of the seventeenth century. To continue, I am thinking about Light Art that I see as an
extreme offshoot of an investigation into the territory of the Sublime … and the Cinema, why not!?… And an infinity of other “moments” that escape me now but which would be interesting to
mention. Each of these “revelations” has something to tell to me.
VI/What is your opinion about the Contemporary Art panorama? Is there something about it that you really appreciate? Is there something about it that you dislike?
A.A.: Just a couple of days ago, during a dinner I was invited to, it happened to listen to an Italian art dealer, a former gallery owner who worked in the years between the 1990s and the early
2000s.
While speaking, he expressed his opinion regarding the situation of international contemporary art. His statement seemed to me lucid and absolutely corresponding to the reality of recent years. I
will bring it back to you as I remember it, trying to be as faithful as possible to his own words: “In the last 30 years art has slipped into a dangerous misunderstanding, playing a game that
damages itself as art. Slowly it was filled with operators who replaced the intrinsic value of the artwork with values and market methods borrowed from other sectors: finance, international stock
exchanges and fashion. The transformation of art is now definitively accomplished and stabilized. From a platform for research and production of cultural data, art has become a brand subjected
to financial operations whose value is also dictated, above all, by the market circuit in which the artist is positioned. These processes define the quality and destiny of the work in the short-medium
term. The majority of gallery owners, dealers and curators have accepted and share this misconception. Nothing is asked to an artist any more, the assignment of this fictitious value is taken for
granted, paying attention to artists and works that would have been ignored in different historical moments. This scheme mainly applies to the multinationals of art and to artists with a globalized
circuit. The painful thing is to see that even the small-scale and low-impact galleries try to imitate these models, working badly and with increasing difficulty. These smaller “containers” have
completely abandoned the idea of choosing alternative options and other proposal processes. Over time, the “old” figures, historical gallery owners and the theorists of the past are replaced by
operators who do not know the value of the “goods” they are handling, convinced that the content of the work is the major adherence to this new superstructure. The new gallery owners are
rarely convinced that the work of an artist should be proposed with dedication and constantly over time, working on the intrinsic value of the every single work and on the entire research of an
artist. For this reason we continuously see a profusion of weak proposals that remain no more than 2 seasons, or maybe 3, and that are replaced by new equally weak figures very fast (…)” Well,
more or less this is what I remember.
About the second question, it is easy, I like those works that move some emotion into myself. I do not like those works that smell of emptiness … and also contemporary mannerism.
VII/You work a lot with video-installations as well. What do you usually show in video-installations that you cannot do in your meta-photography? What is the advantage of videoinstallations comparing to your fixed meta-photography?
A.A.: Time, mainly, and the changing of images in a given period of time. In general, I try to establish a hypnotic relationship between the spectator and the video work. I like the idea that in that
absolute elsewhere that my video installations build or represent, the observer loses contact with the world out there and finds himself in contact with the deepest self. Over the duration of the
work, I hope this hypothetical observer could feel the taste of an unknown emotion slowly distilling every single drop. I hope that the ability to analyze what it has been observed comes later.
I consider the relationship between the public and the work of art as a bond of thin threads that bind the individual to the terminal of the work itself. These filaments carry information and
impulses from the work to the senses and vice versa. The result of this connection (when it is established in the right terms) is the resonance between the mind and the source, or between the soul
and the work, choose the image you prefer by yourself.
Video installations, in my opinion, have the ability to generate more links than a static image. Music, movement and the light that the work radiates, involving more sense organs, helping to
multiply this kind of bonds. The video is a more tenacious persuader than the two-dimensional image. I could summarize saying that this kind of work is nothing but multipliers of senses and
meaning.
VIII/Nature is a central point of your artworks. In each of your series you approach nature with a very different perspective. How does nature keep inspiring you in so many different
ways?
A.A .: The references to Nature you can find in my works come from two different reasons. Nature is my “absolute elsewhere”; it is this way as much in my private life as in my intellectual life. It
represents one of the two categories of existence that I have experienced throughout my life. The second reason is that Nature is the “Great Absent” of our Age. Despite the vast clamour of the
last period, at the international level, caused by the topic of climate change and the figure of Greta Thunberg in international summits (which often end in nothing), I continue to have the
impression that Nature, in the panorama of our priorities, is in the background. Regarding this issue, I perceive a considerable distance between the international agenda, which continually puts
on the table the protection of the natural environment, and the common feeling of the majority of the people, at least in Italy. I see nature as the guest who remained locked outside the door.
Furthermore, you have to consider that, in my work, the processes of image construction and my references derive, for the most part, from the field of science. Science has always represented the
terrain of investigation on “things of nature” from the time of De Rerum Natura till now.

Whether investigating the health of forests or oceans, or exploring the depth and origin of the universe, or the conformation and phenomena of particles in the infinitely small, each of these
investigations leads to a more general look at “Things of nature”.
Nature, even if we are always willing to forget it, is the set of phenomena and mechanisms expressing the entire existence and making possible the existence in a broad sense. To be fussy, I
replace the word Nature with the word World.
At the end, this is what interests me. Moreover, I am interested in how we look at the world in its expressions, how we perceive it and, finally, how we are able to represent it through objective
data but also through the “ghosts” of the perception we invent every day. The measure of reality is my ultimate investigation term and nature is an important figure in this scenario.
Interview given on the occasion of the double exhibition at
Luisa Catucci Gallery in Berlin, summer 2019.
INTRO - Aqua Aura, Manuela Toselli
Luisa Catucci Gallery, Berlin (D)
August - September 2019

AQUA AURA
Appendix

“Paesaggi Curvi”
M. L. Paiato, C. Serri
Vanilla Edizioni, Albisola Marina
(SV), 2019

“Lustro”
M. Galbiati, C. Serri
Vanilla Edizioni, Albisola Marina (SV),
2018

“The Graft”
A. Trabucco
Ed. Costantini Art Gallery / Civiero
Art Gallery, Milan, 2016
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“Aqua Aura 2.0”
Coll. PAGE NOT FOUND.
C. Serri, L. Savorelli, F. Caputo
Vanilla Edizioni, Albisola
Marina (SV), 2014

“Frozen Frames”
A. Trabucco
Ed. VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia, 2013

“Boudoir”
A. Trabucco
Ed. Paolo Tonin, Torino, 2013

AQUA AURA

Selected Exhibitions
MOSTRE PERSONALI
2021
Tra color che son sospesi: Aqua Aura & Lidò Rico - Luisa Catucci Gallery, Berlino (Germania).
2020
Nocturnal Flights - Galleria VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia.
2019
Intro: Aqua Aura, Manuela Toselli - Luisa Catucci Gallery, Berlino (Germania).
Aqua Aura: Landscapes Flowers & Guts - A cura di: Alessandro Trabucco. Galleria Kajaste, Helsinki (Finlandia).
Falene - A cura di: Maria Grazia Melandri e Antonella Liguori. Antico Oratorio di San Giovanni, Torri del Benaco (VR).
La Stràtegie du Camouflage - A cura di: Marta Santacatterina. Museo d’Arte Cinese ed Etnografico, Parma.
Paesaggi Curvi - A cura di: Maria Letizia Paiato e Chiara Serri. Musei Civici di Arte Antica, Palazzina Marfisa d’Este - Sinagoga Grande della Scola Italiana, Ferrara.
2018
AquaLand - Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
Morgana’s Tales - In collaborazione con il Comune di Diano Marina e Civiero Art Gallery. Palazzo del Parco, Diano Marina (IM).
2017
Millennial Project - A cura di: Chiara Serri. Musei Civici - Antica Sinagoga, Reggio Emilia.
Somewhere Out There - A cura di: Matteo Galbiati. Musei Civici - Palazzo Cuttica e Sale d’Arte, Alessandria.
Aqua Aura | Scintillation - A cura di: Chiara Fileccia e Luisa Catucci. Luisa Catucci Gallery, Berlino (Germania).
2016
Neo Genesi - XXS Art Gallery, Palermo. In collaborazione con Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
The Graft - In collaborazione con il Comune di Diano Marina e Civiero Art Gallery. Palazzo del Parco, Diano Marina (IM).
Scintillation - A cura di: Michele Bramante. Riccardo Costantini Contemporary, Turino.
2015
The Graft - A cura di: Gaia Serena Simionati. Galleria Kajaste, Helsinki (Finlandia).
The Hidden Project - A cura di: Ph.D. Carolina Valentina Lio. Gàleria H2O e Istituto Italiano de Cultura, Barcellona (Spagna).
Illusion-Inclusion - A cura di: Stefano Costantini e Emanuela Pitti. Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
2014
Ephémera: The One Who Lives Just One Day - A cura di: Alessandro Trabucco. Vision Quest/Contemporary Photography, Genova.
Vacant Scenery - Galleria Kajaste, Oulu (Finlandia).
2013
Frozen Frames - A cura di: Alessandro Trabucco. Galleria VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia.

MOSTRE COLLETTIVE
2021
SEGRETE tracce di memoria - A cura di Virginia Monteverde, Antiche Carceri di Palazzo Ducale, Genova
We the People – A cura di Elisabetta Bacchin, Enrica Feltracco, Elisabetta Maria Vanzelli, Massimiliano Sabbion e Matteo Vanzan, Palazzo della Gran Guardia, Padova.
2020
Aqua Aura, David Hochbaum, Lidò Rico - ART MADRID ’20, Madrid (Spagna). Stand Luisa Catucci Gallery (Berlino).
2019
Forma e Colore - a cura di Civiero Art Gallery, in collaborazione con il Comune di Diano Marina. Palazzo del Parco, Diano Marina (IM).
Aqua Aura, Kenneth Blom, Manuela Toselli - VOLTA BASEL 2019, Basilea (Svizzera). Stand Luisa Catucci Gallery (Berlino).
2018
Natura Mirabilis - Luisa Catucci Gallery, Berlino (Germania).
Obbiettivo 1: Aqua Aura, Maurizio Galimberti, Occhiomagico, Nicolò Quirico, Roberto Rinella, Jalal Sepehr, Susanna Sinclair, Sandy Skoglund, Marina Vargas. - XXS Aperto al Contemporaneo
Gallery, Palermo.
Aino, Aqua Aura, Chris Cran, Andreas Jungk - KUNST ZURICH, Zurigo (Svizzera). Stand Mylona Gallery (Losanna).
2017
La forma dell'Acqua: Aqua Aura, Lorenzo Galuppo, Leonardo Gambini, Vito Savino - Vento Blu Arte Contemporanea, Polignano a Mare (BA).
2016
Camera Chiara: Aqua Aura, Giacomo Costa, Gohar Dashti, Me Nè, Nicolò Quirico, Jamal Sepher, Sandy Skoglund - Costantini Art Gallery, Milano.
No Place Space - A cura di: Umberto Cavenago. Galleria Civica di Suzzara, Suzzara (MN).
All Dreams Continue in the Beyond - A cura di: Luisa Catucci. Cell 63 Art Gallery, Berlino.
FOTOGRAFIA EUROPEA, 10 Anni - Galleria VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia.
Welcome to the Jungle - A cura di: Annalisa D’Amelio. Fondazione Spazio Tadini, Milano.
2015
Aqua Aura - Luca Gilli - Luca Serra - Alberto Zamboni - Galleria VV8 Artecontemporanea, Reggio Emilia.
WUNDERKAMMER - Art-Stays 13, International Festival of Contemporary Art. Ptuij (Slovenia).
2014
The Dark Side of Beauty - A cura di: Francesca Canfora. Palazzo delle Esposizioni, Turino.
Meetings: Aqua Aura, James Iles, Mona Hoel - Italy, Wales, Norway - Galleria Kajaste, Helsinki (Finlandia).
Antiritratto - A cura di: Alessandro Trabucco. Studio Maria Cilena Arte Contemporanea, Milano.
2013
Nero - A cura di: Emanuele Beluffi. Galleria Bianca Maria Rizzi & Matthias Ritter, Milano.
Photoma: photographs by Aqua Aura, Christiane Draffehen, Matthias Langer - Galleria Bianca Maria Rizzi & Matthias Ritter, Milano.
Art-Stays 11, International Festival of Contemporary Art. Ptuij (Slovenia).
ART SITE, arte attuale al Castello di Buronzo - A cura di: Domenico Maria Papa. Castello di Buronzo, Buronzo (VC).

Cell: +39 349 5232561
Web Site: www.aquaaura.it
Email: aquaaura@tiscali.it
Facebook: www.facebook.com/aqua.aura.94
Instagram: www.instagram.com/aquaaura4762
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